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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Midnight I The telepbone rings. It is the
police d.epartment reporting to the distraught
parents that they have the 14 year old run-
away daughter in custody. She was picked up
half an hour ago in a dru.g raid at a l0Cal
residence. Juvenile court authorities are
notified and another juvenile delinquent
statistic is born.
The Sociological Perspective
The above depiction of a hypothetical situation is a
relatively accurate portrayal of a frequent referral to the
Polk County Juvenile Probation office, circa, 197:S. Even
though the issue is a daily and on-going one, the entire scope
of juvenile de~inqueney is not by any means delimited as
being only a social problem having eont.emporary relevance.
The most generally accepted theory behind the modern
juvenile court purports its roots to be anchored in the penal
reform of the :Late 19th century, which typified an era of
"spirit of social justice_tIl According to Anthony Platt's
post-analytic description of the times, the prevailing ideology
was one of equal doses of liberalism and reformism which to-
gether provided the rejection of general theory and
lRichard Quinney (ed.), Criminal Justice in Americas
A Critical Understand.ing (New York. Little, Brown & Company,
1974'. pp- j36-38.
2macroscoptio historical analyses in favor of behaviorism and
an underlying cynicism. 1 Thus the "symbolic crusade" of
saving children was spawned. 2
At the turn of the century two factors. the volume o·f
children oonsidered to need. protective shelter and the in-
creasing number of crusaders. combined. leading to the
popularization of the parens patriae philosophy typical of
insurgent juvenile courts. Boston. Massachusetts. cirea
1874, and New York City (1892) vie for the distinction of
having developed. the first speoial tribunal for handling
children, beth claiming the recognition of and control over
deviant behavior. SUbsequen't1y, Boston instituted the first
State Industrial Training School for juvem.iles at the turn of
the century _ However , it is a feat usually a.ccorded to
Chicago, Cook Cou.nty •. Illinois. of enaoting legislation pro-
viding for the first juvenile court in 1899. The rapid
spread of the movement is noted by the fact that in 1917,
juvenile oourt ~egislationwas evident in all but three
states,' and by 1932. over six hundred independ8nt juvenile
courts had been established in the United States. 3
In 1975. it is still the basic concept of parens
Ratl:"1ae which tends to dQmina-te juvenile justice. Bri~fly
2 I bi d • t p. 371.
it allows for elimination of the stigma of criminal guilt
(inciden"tly it also disallows for a finding of innooence);
shielding of jUdicial juvenile ree ords from the general
public and; provisions fQr the secrecy of closed hearings.
lithough the modern juvenile justice system can be
traced to the development of the progressive child-saving
movement. with all its humanistic. moralistio standards and
impositions of reform, res~ue and social responsibility, it
was not until the close of the century that systematically
organized co:nsol.idation of the system was realized.. This
included ju:veni.1e courts, probation departments, child guid-
ance facilities. truant officers and reformatories.1
Much of "the very early work recorded about juveniles
deals primarily with boys. Reasons for this stem mainly from
the fact that more boys transgressed the law, due both to
opportunity artd design in the early twentieth century, and
also· because more facilities were available for research with
respect ~o males.. It is contended by several authors that
this male-dominated focus has led to both the differential
treatmen't afforded women in the formal system of criminal
justice and to "the glaring Lack of data available concerning
female deviation.2
1Ibid •• POl 3670
2walter Reckless, 'rhe Crill1e ]?roblem (New York: Apple-
ton Century Company, 1967', pp. 148-67.
4Literature Review
Although scattered and sparse. research compiled about
girls does find its way int& "the literature of the time as
far back as the early 1900·s. The Delinguen1;Child and the
Home, by Sopnonsiba Breckenridge and Edith Abbott (1912).1
Juvenile Delinquency Among Girls. by Sophia Robison and Elsa
Castendyk (194-3),2 and Corree"tionaJ. Education and Delinquent
Girls, by Mable Elliott (1929») are but a few early contribu-
tions to the 1iterature of this type.
In a series of atticles appearing in Social Forces
during May. 1932. a number of researchers did extensive work:
on the topic "Are Broken Homes a Causative Factor in Delin-
4quency·'. Even if a bit incQnclusive, the answer seemed to
point toward the fact that at least potentially. girls
appeared especially su.sceptiv~ to i:n.su.fficient or non-
existent parenting du.ring formative years. However. the
mainstay of research and early field investigation in this
regard represented a vast number of girls whose If problem"
consisted sole~y in sexual experimentation and acting out,
lEdith Abbott and Sophonsiba Breckenridge. The Delin-
r~iij.Child and.th~ Home (New York. Russell Sage Foundation,
2SoPhia Robison and Elsa Castendyk, Juvenile Delin-
!l,.Uency Among Girls (New York. Harcourt &: Brace, 1943).
3Mable El.liott i Education and Delinquent Girls (New
York. Free Press. 1929):
4See • Social ]?rQbleD1§.. X, 1932, 525-31-
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usually leading to either prostitution and unwed motherhood
or SUbsequent; "termination or truancy from school t under the
general perl1.unbra of acts involving incorrigibil.ity. Under
current interpretation, the juvenile justice system labels
this type of "offense" as a status offense (i,'i.e •• one Which
would not be a violation of law if cemmitted by an adult
rather than a m.inor). The Iowa Crime Oommission notes that
presently the wording of these offenses is so vague. however,
as to probab~y render this section of the juvenile code as
uno onst i tut iona.1. .1
Indeed C. Wright Mills' concept of "diluted liberal-
ism". in regard to research on juvenile delinquency. suggests
that the majority; of such wark stems from researchers who
accept prevailing (i.e.) state definitiona of crime and
operate within the premise of criminal law. 2
Today it is impossible to escape the far-reaChing
consequences of the Gault Case (1961),3 in which the United
states Supreme Court first recognized and ruled on the con-
stitutional argument that juvenile caurt violates constitu-
tional guaran."tees of due process and stigmatizes youths as
ISee 1975 State Code of Iowa, Section 232.
3Gau1t va (I U.S. 387 US 1 (1967).
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"delinquents ,." 'thus resembling adult criminal courts. 1 JlIS-
tice Fortas, in his majority position advised that juveniles
are entitled to (1) timely notice of specific charges against
them, (2) notificati·on of right to counsel. especially if
proceeGling may result in curtailing his freedom through com-
mittment to an institution, () 'to eonfront and cross-examine
witnesses, and (4) adequate warning of the privilege against
self- incriminat ion.2
Further, and important to the dispositiona.ry aspect,
the Kent Case (1966) clearly sets down the guidelines of
"admonition to :function in a •parental , relationship is not
an invitation to procedural arbitrariness.")
Despite the ever growing constitutionality issues
and the juvenil.e bill of rights for ehildren under eonsidera-
tion by the Civil Lili>erties Union and the Iowa Crime Commis-
sion, the faet remains that both the rate of delinquency and
scope (types) are currently defined under the Iowa Code, Sec-
tion 232, has grown increasingly voluminous--and its extent
does not by any means exclude women. In a February 7. 1975.
article appear1.ng in the Des Moines Register and Tribune.
credence is given this latter statement by Ms. Freda Adler.
a New York instructor and author. using Women's Liberation as
lIbido, p. 3870
3Forta.a cited in Kent v. United. states 383 US 541.
556 (1966).
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tl'le culprit. "LIB' Comes to Crimel More Female Crimes, More
Serious. N1
'1C'be Problem
As an iJ.l.ustratlon ef the increased incidence in
official femal.e deviation in Pol.k County. in 1973, 2882
children were referred to Juveni.le Court within the county.
Of those 2.591. or an increase of )6 percent over 1972, were
referred on del.inquency allegations (1960 boys, 631 girls).
This statistic compared to figures ten years earl.ier in 1963,
which included 1.570 referrals, 1331 for delinquency (1080 boys
and 251 girls) illustrates a sharp increase. This ten year
increase represents an 87 percent upsurgence overall and al-
most three tim.es as many referrals in female delinquency.2
l'he size is acoented by the fac't that this figure character-
izes only one oounty in Iowao National statistics reflect
identical trends. One out of every nine persens under age
eighteen is referred to juvenile court on delinquency charges;
one of six boys (boys are arres'ted five times more than girls)
is referred to a juvenile court. 3 Arrests of young persons
lRegister and Tribune, F'ebru.ary 7. 1975.
2The au"thor expresses her gratitude to the Polk County
Juvenile Court from whom these statistics for 1974 are gathered.
3pr es i d e n t ' s Commission 01'1 La.w EnfGrcement a.nd Adminis-
tration of Justice, Juve1'lileDelinguency and Youth Crime
(Washington. D.C.. Government Printing Orfice, 1967 j •
8for crime increased 47 percent between 1960 and 1965, and
another 54 percent between 1965 and 1970, and yet another 17
percent between 1973 and 1974.1 In light of these statistics
the social signific.ance of juvenile delinquency becomes
obvious.
In her book Adolescent Girl in Conflict,. Gisela
Konopka made what this author believes to be several impor-
tant inroads into the contemporary problem of female j.uvenile
delinqueney~,2 BasiCally taking her nypotbesis from Robert
K. Merton. "that deviant benavior occurs when there is a
serious Giiscrepancy between aspiration toward goals which
are consiGiered necessary to success in a given society and
the opportunity for achieving themtf 3 (Oloward and Ohlin) she
set about to personally interview and eValuate a number of
girls, formal1y adjudicated as delinquent. Within this con-
text she reviewed the girls' background, feelings, and actions
which placed them in their respective situations. Basically
each girl gave a rather bleak introspective outlook of her-
self as she approached adulthood. It is best expressed in
one girl,,11s own thought.
l J ames Howard, Children.inTrouble (New York, Simon
& Schuster, 1970). pp. 162-171.
2Gisela Konopka, Adolescent Girl in Conflict (New
York. Prentice Hall. 1966).
J1bi d " . p.. 9.
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I am a person like everyone else ye't different
in my own right 0 I am lonely. surrounded by a
faceless world. I am ..~ young girl caught in a
deeply changIng world.:L
The problem then to be investiga'ted is one Which
advances from a two-pronged interrelated a.pproacha one deal-
ing with the factual., legalistic aspect· and constitutionality
of delinquency it.self; and the other fielding the questions
of how the delinquent acts beha.viorally and why. It is best
stated from the following ideas by Ruth S. Cavan.
Delinquency is a behavior and like all behavior
it is related on one hand to inner needs and on
the other to social groups an~ cultural ways of
which the person is a member.
In the succeeding chapters, the concern will be with
both the structural (soeio-cultural) and the 80cio-
psychological (inner needs) characterisrtics of the juvenile
female delinquent in Polk County. Iowa.
1Ibid I). p. 31.
'Ruth S .. Cavan, Juvenile Delinquencya DeveloRment I
Tre€ltmellt andC<;m.trol (New York, J. B. Lippincott, 1962).
p , 12.
Chapter 2
THEORETlCALPERSP:BCT lYE
The Historioal Process
In order to fully appreciate the social implications
of juvenile delinquency as both a sociaL issue and/or a
criminal legal problem it is important to first of all grasp
a basic understanding of its foundations both socially and
legally- To accomplish this. the beginnings of the juvenile
justice .aystem itself will need to be examined.
Writing in the 1920's, W. 10 Thomas and Florian
Znanieoki accorded that a social problem of any magnitude is
not an isolate unto itself.
The fundamental methodological principle of both
social psychology and sociology--the principle
without which they can never reach scientific ex-
planation is therefore the follow~gs the cause
0f a social or individual.. phenomenon is never
another social or individual phenomenon alone but
always a CO!bination of social and individual
phenomenon.
Allowing then for dynamics, they cont~uel
In fact, a social value, acting upon individual
members of the group, produces a more ~r less
different effect on everyone of them co
For purposes of this researoh, the group selected for
lHerbert Blumer,. An A raisalof thomas artd Znaniecki's
The PoliSh. Peasant in Euro e and America New Yorks Social
Science Research Counoil. 19:39 t p. 9.
2 I bi d . , p. 12.
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observation will inclUde "the general juvenile population,
and specifically those ju.veniles regarded. as delinqu.ent.
The qualificat:ions for sucb labeling will be discussed later
this cha.pter 41
A protege of W. I. Thomas', Ernest 11 II Burge8S, who
like Thomas came from the sociologically progressive climate
at the Univers:ity of Chicago, echoed the interactionist con-
cept underlying social theory as they saw ito His articles,
"The Family as a Unity of In.teractiq Personalities,"1 "The
Changing American Family. ,,2 a.nd "The Family in a Changing
Society,") updates Thomas· earlier approach which held.
This correlation between cultural areas of the
city and types Gf fam.ily life is not fortuitous
coincidence. The pattern of family life conditions
and thrives only in conformity wi4h the folkwaysand mores of the local community.
In 1920. another article by Burgess entitled "The Romantic
ImpUlse and Family Disorganization" stated.
1Ernest Burgess, ..Family as a Unity of Interacting
Personalities," ReligiQu.sEducation, 23 (1928), 400-410.
2Ernest Burgess, "The Changing American Family,"
Religious Educa.tion. 2) (1928). 410...15.
):Ernes't Burgess. "Family in a Changing Society, iii
AD1er i canJournalofSociolQg:v:, .53 (1948) t 417-22.
4Ernes't Burgess, ~llE!FamilYFro:m Institu.tion to
;~m~;~iOnS:hiP (New York. American Book Company, 194.5),
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Hardly a day passes but the pUblic is shocked
and outraged by some form of wild and reckJ.ess
behavio.r particularly of youth in revoll,no
1 onger regulated by cuertomary controls.
are the major ground.s incorporated inferentially by
child-saving movemen.t--and incidentally the predecessor
juvenile justice.·
Not unli.ke political and economic polities of the day,
the sociological concept of ehild-aavimg reform was con.sid-
ered to be "progressive-. AS such it drew much activist sup-
port from middl.e class and professional statuses. But the
financial backing was the doing of the very wealthy and power-
ful people of 'the times. In New York, Mayor Stephan Allen
(also presiden-t af New York Life Insurance and Trust Company).
Mrs. William Astor, Stephan Girard and a host of bankers and
financiers played philanthropist for the cause of juvenile
justiee.2
Chicago. a stronghold of liberals, was also representa-
tive af the prosperity showered upon the new humanistic move-
ment to save the children. Those such as Louise Bowen. Ellen
Henrotin (both wives af bankers), Mrs. Potter Palmer, Mrs.
Perry Smith (wi.fe of the Viee President at Chicago, North-
western Railroad), Jane A.ddams, and Julia Lathrop accounted
2Charl.es Loring Brace. The Dangerous Classes of New
York and Twenty Years Work Among Them {New York' Wynkoop &
Hallenback, 1880}, ppo 282-8:3.
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for some notable successes im the Chicago reformo1
As Thomas so aptly pointed out, this social issue
(child savi..ng) was not an isolate phenomenon. Indeed the
creation of" a juven.Ue court and proba"tiona.ry/counseling
service is generally viewed as a most innovative and idealis-
tic produ.c't of the age of reform.2 In"to the late 1960's, in
fact, Presi.dent Lyndon B. Johnson's Commission Oft Law
Enforcement and Administration of Justice heralded the juven-
ile justice system as a Ifprogressive effort by concerned
reformers 'to .' It 0 solve social problems by rational, en-
lightened and scientific method."' Charles L. Chute saw it
as "one of the greatest advances in child welfare that has
ever occurred • e • no single event has contributed more to
the welfare of children and their familiese h4
More recently, the juvenile court and related reforms
have been called II a reflect ion of humanitarianism If and IfAmerLea•
great sense of philanthropy. If'
2Anthony Platt, The .Child Savers. The Invention of
DelinguencY: (Chicago. University of Chicago Press, 1969), ppo
75-100.
3See President's Commission on Law Enforcement and
Administration of Justice, 1964.
4Charles L. Chute, "The Juvenile Court in Retrospect,"
Federal Probation, 13 (September, 1949).
'Gerherd o. W. Mueller, HistorY of American Criminal
Law SChOl~S~i:p (New Yorks Wal ter E. Meyer Research Institute
of Law, 19 2 • p. 11.3.
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Legalistie.Overview
Legalistically, the concept of crime has been under
modification by criminologistis almost since its inceptiono
The early 1930's saw a return to a strict legal definition
with a report produced by ,erome Michael and Mortimer J.
Adler, which adhered to strong litigating toneSI
If crime is merely an ins~ance of conduct which is
proscribed by the criminal code it follows that the
criminal law is the formal cause of crime. That
does not mean that the law produces th.e behavior
which it prohibits, although, as we sl1allsee, the
enforcement or administration of criminal law may
be one of the facte>rs whi.ch infl.uences human be-
haVior. it means only that the crimiyaJ- law gives
behavior its quality of criminality_
Paul 910 Tappan. a para-legal sociologist suggests that
a person is a criminal because his behavior is so classified,
which is tantamount to Victor Eisner's statement that
theoretically, at least, a delinquent is a person under
eighteen who has broken the law. However. here is a radical
and perhaps the major departu.re of juvenile justice from
statutory criminal law 0 Eisner continues. in actuality, a
delinquent is any person who has been labeled delinquent. 2
This then would include all :formally adjudicated or declared
delinquents whose cases have been officially heard, adjudicated
1Jerome Michael and Mortimer Adler. Crime, La,wand
§.ocial Science (New York, Harcourt &: Brace, 1933), P.o 5.
2Victor Eisner Delingl1ency Labell An EEidentolog;v: of~uvenlle DelinquencY lNew York. Random House, 1969), p. 27-
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and dispos.ed of in an actual. juvenile court as well. as un-
adjudicated or inf'ormal.ly referred juvenile eases.
Definition at Terms
To proyide a warking definition with which to proceed,
a socio-legu concept of crime should be incorporated.
The sociology of criminal law would provide us
with a framework tor the study of crime and at the
same time wou1d enable us to differentiate between
C:riminal. and non-criminal • • • An explanation of
criminal behavior is going to depend uj)on an ex-
planationo! laenavior. Such 9JI1 explanation in-
volves many non-sociological factors • • • The
studyo.f social structure is sociol.ogical; the
study of sscial systems in relation to the topic
"law and secietyi would eventually lead to a
theory of crime.
Wh11e it is not the intent to develop such a theory
in entirety • it is p.rt and parcel of the basic issue of
juvenile delinquency to deal. with the entire scope of the
legal and sceio-psychological ramifications.
In this research, for practical reasons, the term
delinquent wil.1 be applicable to include, as did Eisner's,
form.a11y ad judieated and also unadjudicated cases dealing
with delinquent girls. .A. delinquent child will be designated
as one who meets the following criteria as set forth by
Section 2)2.2, Code of Iowa.
l C• Ray Jeffrey, 'tThe Structure of American Criminolog-
ical Thinking, It Journal of Criminal Law and Police Science,
46 (January-February, 195b} t 658... 672.
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1 0 Who haS viola.ted any state law or local
laws or ordinancese.xcept any offense which
is exempted fro%Jl this chap'ter by law
(traffic violations).
2. Who has violated a federal law or law of
another state and whose case nae been referred
to Juvenile Court.
30 Who is uncontrolled. 'by his parents or
guardians or legal custodians by reason of
being wayward or habitually disobedient.,
4. Who habitually deports himself in. a Dlantler
that is injuri0111s 'to himsel.f or others. 1
Referral. I In this work a referral will consist of
formal notifiea:tion to Juvenile Court by police arrest,
parenta.1 reqllest. sehGol or outside agency on the child ~ s
behalf or in his best interest.
Broken home. A home in which one parent is absent
through death, divorce. separatiam. prolonged absence, non-
existence, or other means.
FamilY: solid.d'ity' In applying family solidarity to
this research it will be necessary to overlook the boundaries
of culture to some extent and include in its definitiE»D..
both e£:fectively fun.etioning parents living with other mem-
bers of the illmediate nuclear family. The child referred to
Juvenile Court, would 'be a member of this group_
lIt shoul.d be noted 'that current interpretation of
this SUbsection by the Iowa Crime Commission notes that the
wording of SUbsection J and 4 is so vague as to probably
render .it uncol'1stltutional.
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Interpretation
In the April, 1975 ,:NationaICommis.si0n on Cr.i.me and
Deling\1enc;y. an article entitled "Jurisdiction over Status
Offenses Should beRemoved:From Juvenile Court" maintains the
statas offenses. acts commi"tIed by children (truancy, running
away. consensual sexual 'behavior, smoking. drinking, curfew
violation, disobeying authority. ungovernability, wayward-
ness, etc 0,) which would not be considered crimes if Com-
roitted by adults t should be removed from the juvenile court
jurisdlctioru1
Further the board of directors of NeCD state that of
approximately 600,000 children held annually in detention,
more than one-third are etatus offenders I and of these about
85.000 coultted yearly to correctional facilities. 23 per-
cent boys and 70 percent of girls are also status offenderso 2
They maintain that as a rehabilitative versus a punitive ser-
vice. the juvenile justice system should seek: to secure
productivity and rehabilita:tion o·fyouth, rather than incar-
ceration. As a humanitarian agency, every effort should be
made to insure that lIthe best interest of the child" doctrine
does not. as stipulated in Kent. provide "the worst of both
worlds .. • • neither the protection accorded to adul, ts nor
1National Commission on Crime and Deling,uencx, 21 (2)
April. 1975. p. 97.
K,
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the solicitou.s: care and regnerative treatment postulated for
children ... 1 Instead the President's Crime Commission now
urges a delimiting of juvenile court jurisdiction aSI
Any act th.a.t is considered a crime when committed
by an adu.l"t shoald continue to be, when charged
against a juvenile, the business of juvenile court;
but serious consideration at the least should be
given toeompJ.ete elimination of the court's 2
power over children for non-criminal conduct ..
Where 'then does this responsibility lie? Community
resources have increasingly been focused upon as the hope
and salvation :for parents and chUdren in conflict. But be-
fore that solu"tion can be d.igested and accepted as a panacea,
it is this author's belief that the very essence of that
conflict withi.n the :family must be more fully understood.
With that in mind, the chapter which follows will
deal with the problem of family solidarity as it has been
previously e~ined in sociological literature.
lKent v. United States J8J US 541, 556 (1966).
2pr es ident t s
tration of Justice,
(Washington, D.O.I
p , 85"
Commission on Law Enforcement and Adminis-
The Cha,lleneof Crime in a Free Societ
U.S. Government Printing Office, 191 •
Chapter .3
THE FAMILY AS A FOCAL UNIT OF JUVENILE CRIME
Theoretical Oonstruct
One cannot tell by simply looking at a (child)
whether his father lives at home. This informa-
tion is routinely obtained only in juvenile
court •• 0 • It is unlikely that the effect of
this factor on delinquency rates would be to
alter the actions of police (or other persons and
agencies making referrals). The effect must
therefore :be. due primarily to its influence on
the juvenile. In other words, children who live
with one parent are (referred) more often than
those wh' live with two parents because they
commit more violations o •• and not becf.. use(anyone) prefers to refer such children.
As succinctly stated above, there is little reason to infer
that children are referred to Juvenile Court for delinquency
on the basis of parental heritage or numberso This type of
referral is often made, but the allegatlon then would be ene
of' elther dependency or neglect of the chlld due to actlons
or omisslons of' the parent. Usually the cause and effect i.n
delinquency seem to suggest that f'amlly solla.arit.y is only
one of the contrlbuting factors Which underlies delinquent
acts and thus cause a juvenile to be brought to the court's
attention.
The relationships between parents and between parent
and ohlld are also critioal variables in delinquency prevention.
lViotor Eisner. Delin llano Labell the
Juvenile Del.i.ngu.ency (New Yorke Random House,
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delinquencY causation research, the natQre and condition
fam.ily life has been often explored variable. and. it has
a conteJ'l'tion of both researchers and practitioners
that family d.isorganization. can serve as a mediating
in 'the process of delil'lquenc.y causation_ Fe>r
exam.ple. McC ord and McCord (1959). wrote in their stUdy that
'·quarrelsome and. negligent homes lead to more d.elinquency
than do broken homes, ,,1 and Rodman and Grams quote Nye and
Browning when "they write that "variables meastlring the
quality of family relationships may be more important in the
etiology of de.1inquency than the variables measuring the out-
ward structure of the family,,,2 although they fail to con-
clude that the l.atter are of no casual import 0
Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck, long-time researchers in
the area of juvenile delinquency, conclude from a 1950 study
"that all affectional patterns of a home bear a highly sig-
nificant relationship to delinquency.") Other stUdies have
explored such variables as marital adjustment and family
agreement, aJ.l bas10ally find.ing that these are significantly
related to measures of juvenile delinquency.
lMcCord and McCord as stated in Eisner, ibid., p. 1980
JSheldon and Eleanor Glueck, Family Environmentan~
Df311nquency (New York. Houghton Mifflin, 196zJ, p. 199.
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It wOl11.d appear, then, that any program designed to
combat delinquency must privide some assistance to the
family unit asa whole or.,at minimum, utilize the family
context as a m.ajor focal point in developing specific guide-
lines.
fast Research Findings
This author would certainly not assume to have cornered
the market on the theory of family as a logical causation to
delinquency. Many previous researchers have conoentrated on
the family variables 0 For instance, in the "Studies of
Incidence" chapter of his book, Shideler,as early as 1918,
reported the following findingss itA comparative stUdy of
family disintegration as related to juvenile delinquency re-
sults in 51.8% broken homes in delinquency."l Slavson in
1926, reported "that in his study .54.8 percent of those
d.elinquents researched. came from broken homes, whereas 69.7
percent of those non"'delinquents (control groups) came from
Unbroken homes. 2
Following, is a summarization of the various findings
oompiled by pas"t researchers in their attempt to locate and/or
isolate the family variable measurement in juvenile delinquency.
lShide1er as cited in Otto Pollak, Family Drna.mics and
Female SexualP4elingtumcy (New Yorks Science and Behavior
Books. 1969). p. 91.
2Sl a.vs o n as cited, Ope cit .. p. 920
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Elliott and Merrill in Social DisQrganization.,
state that family background of the child, more
than any o"ther facto·rs· tend to militate against
his growing up successfully without conflict with
law. In fact the major handicap of a delinquent 1
child is that he has not chosen his family wisely.
In direct support of this. Monahan concludes from his re-
search, in 1957,
For soc ia1 analysts, tJroken homes may be regarded
either as a symptom or consequen.ce of a larger pro-
cess, but for the chi~d, it becomes a social :fact
with whieh he has to abide • • • Tha't so many children
surpass thi.s handicap is an exemplifi..cation o:f their
own resilience and demonstration o:f presence o:f
other :forces acting toward the child·s socialization
in the community rather than proof of unimportance of
normal fami1y life.2
Shaw and McKay reported in 1931 that by 'that time "the family
has received more attention than any other social institution
in studies of the problem of juvenile de1inquency, ..3 with
particular emphasis upon family disorganization--or broken
homes. A.Ithough it proved a somewhat non-important factor
for boys (only 29.0 percent from broken homes) a 1933 stUdy
by Hodgkiss refined his study to include girls and discovered
66.9 percent did indeed Come from broken homes.4
A stUdy by Richard Sterne in 1964. published in his
1Elliott and Merrill as cited in Pollak, Ope cit., p.
95.
2Monahan as cited in Pollak, op , e it 0, po 97.
3Shaw and McKay as cited in Polla.k, Ope cit., p. 98.
4I bi d •• p. 99.,
book Deling~en:t Conduct and Broken Homes, states fro·m a
purelysocio1ogical point of view that the family, as the
first primary group, represents a child t s first sampling of
society. He adds that logically fo~lowing from this idea. a
healthy fami1yserves to provide needed security and affec-
tion and tmus: can tolerate some aggressien and frustration
and absorb i 1; "through acceptanee and love. On the other hand
a bad family experience undermines the child's confidence and
adds tension "to the situation, thus allowing for an initially
bad self-concept for the juvenileo
Family Dynamics and Female Sexual DelinglJency, edited
by Otto Pollak and Alfred Friedman, researched in California
and published in 1969, suggested the following conclusions.
A0 Every human is a member of three families
(1) unit into which he is borne (2) one created
by marriage, ( :3) one of child to Which he re-
lates as: a dependent.
B. In the 1atter an impairment in development
through lack of gratification can result in
either par't.ial arrest or actual regression of devel-
opment.. In. either case one of two consequences will
occur. Tae "acting out" will come in the form of
delinquen"t acts or alcoholism or sexual deviation,
or "acting out" will succeed in :formation of
psychone~oises. psychoses or suicide.
C. The family acts as chief gra:tifier of major
needs., working on an "exchange" principle which
in turn forms a system-like arrangemen,t of inter-
action and dependency in which every member of the
family unit maintains a specified role.
D. In the case of young girls. it is often due to
frustration of imperception of tbe role. denial
of search for pleasure and affee-tion or the like
which caUses a girl to seek subs'titute gratifica-
tion.
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E. Usually adoleacent girls possess a limited
re:pertoire of delinquent acts, specifically
(1) sex acting out, (2)va,;rancYI (3) ru.nning
away; and (4) 1d.eptomania.1:
orporated in their book, Pollak and Friedman quote from a
ATnn''U'' done by Philly in 1963, which states that girls "are
designated as ungovernable or as having deserted
their homeso,..2 In summary they state that the unmet need or
deprivation of closeness and tenderness in girls, together
with a longing for a suitable "father figure,... overp:ermis-
siveness, hostility and suspision of parents and confusion
over sex identity aC00unt for the underlying reasons leading
to most female sexual delinQ;uency--most indicatively, sexual
delinquency.)
Ruth Morris, in a study conducted in Flint, Michigan,
which consisted of juveniles of age 13-16 (56 girls and 56
boys) found that "obstacles to maintaining effective social
relationships will lead girls more than boys to delinquency.
Delinquent girls were found to come from broken homes more
often than non-delinquent girls, as well as from families
having more "perceived" intra-family tensions.4
1Pollak and Friedman, op. cit., pp. 219-231.
3J ohn Philly as cited in Pollak, op. cit., p. 116.
4Rut h R. Morris, "Female Delinquency and Relational
PrOblems," §.ocial Forces, 43, No.1 (1964), 83.
Two of' "the most recent and informative studies come
from Dr. Barbara Ann Kay, doing a comparative study of female
prisoners at the Ohio state Penitentiary1 and from Gisela
Konopkai,~'S stady of adolescents, researching juvenile girls
adjudicated del.i,nquent and committed to the State Training
School *,2
Primaril.y significant in Dr. Kay' sstudy is the fact
that her 1964 sample of women tended to show a slightly higher
percentage of .involvement during juvenile years (before age
18) tha.n did men: this is compared to a 1960-61 study which
showed juvenile involvement of women less than men. However,
the 1964 sampl.e did report that female arrests after age 18
was less than that of males. :3 With regard to the legality
aspect" Dr* Kay administered a "la.w scale" which measured
responses and a:ttitudes of inmates toward 1aw and legal in-
stitutions. In 72 instances out of '73 t female prisoners
responded more negatively toward law and legal. institutions
than male offenders.4 Dr. Kay goes on to pose a plausible
and possible explana,tion for this.
1Barbara Ann Kay, "Differential Self Perceptions of
Female Offenders,.," It (unllublished Ph.D. dissertation, The Ohio
State Universi:ty. 1961)"
2Gisela Kono:pka. Adolescent Girl in Conflict (New York.
Prentice HalJ.. 1966) ..
3Kay , 0 p. cit • t p. 71 0
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First, the womeR offenders who fiRally get to
prison are more adversely selected than male
prisoners in the legal process. Women have very.
very Inuc:hless chance to be reported, to be
arrested, to be convicted, and to be committed
than. men" Those who are Ultimately sent to prison
are the very worst of the total crop. and hence it
should be expected that their attitudes toward
courts, judges ••• should be anti-law. Second.
women personalize arrest, jail. detention, eourt
trial. commitment to prison. ~he first possible
explanation follows the line of thoughts When
she is bad she is very, very bad--and she must
exclude progressive badness to get processed
"through arrest, detention, trial and commitment.
The second. explanat.ion follows the line of thought
that wrath in women is more readily engendered than
in menI they take things to heart more readily;
they have J.onger memories for inequities; they
are more sensitive to concern for personal status 1
than meR. We might call this the feline syndromeo
Possibl.y one of the front rttn11t:! rs in the field of
adolescent female deviancy and delinquency has been Gisela
Konopka, 2 who has in this author's estimation, made impor-
tant advances into the analysis of contemporary problems
focusing upon :female juvenile delinquency.
Using the hypothesis of fJlerton as a basi.s to approach
to life situations, .MSo Konopka personally interviewed indi-
viduals commit-ted to the State Training School for Girls.
l:aarbara Ann Kay and Christine G. Schultz, "Divergence
of Attitudes Toward Constituted Authorities between Male and
FEama~e Felon Inmates." in \falter C. Reckless and Charles L.
Newman," eds., J:nterdisciplinary Problems inCriminologY;c
Fa ers o:ftl1e American Societ·. of crimlnolo 164 (Columbusc
The College of Commerce and Adm J.strat on, The Ohio State
University, 1965), p. 212.
2'7
posed the following questions.
10 Was there ever in your life an adult whom you
really trusted?
2. Do you or did you have friends? What kinds?
)- Have you ever belonged to any kind of organ-
ized group?
4. What are the things you like to do?
S. What WOQld you like to do if' you were not here?
6. What would you like Iour Iif'. to be when you
grow up--say age 20?
What she discovered was that most delinquent adolescent
girls show individual personal prob~emso Secondarily the
delinquent girl suffers from lack: of opporttmity and success
but at -the same time is never separated from the need for
people and interpersonal involvement. Much of the notorious
mother-daughter competitiZon stems from this fact, based on
prim.ary identification with mother-figure and simultaneously
a fierce sense of independence from competition with her. 2
Generally the girls interviewed had a poor image of
adults, as brutal, ineffective, phony and anonymously authori-
tarian. With respect. to parent.s and parental responsibility
the Konopka study disclosed that a majority of delinquent
girls came from economically deprived families where parents
themsel.ves live with frustration, poverty, ignorance, feat
and degradation.) making the children an inescapable nuisance
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not a harnesse Many girls were from fatherless homes
mom was everything, or tried to be (thu.s reinforcing
mother-daughter conflict). and allowing for the fact
men exis"ted as occasional intruders into this realm if
all.,l Al. 'together this :fostered traits of self-
tlIAeo+ ....... '1 .... +-.ion. revenge and rebellion. within the adolescent
• who was .l.ooking for more excellence than the adult
or could give,. and was disappointed with the "feet of
elayu she disc ()vered. 2
Her seeming key to the understanding of the problem,
notwiths'tanding the legal aspect. focu.ses on several points.
First is ].anel. iness • "For in its innermost depths t youth is
lonelier "than old age. 1t:3 This is further exemplified by the
driving need for a.ssociation and acceptance by a.ssociates
and peers.. coupled by a desperate need for closeness and com-
plicated by the ultimate despair of being condemned or re-
jected.4 Seoondly imperative to understanding is the dual-
perspectiva of ra.pid cUltural change (also for purposes of
this paper. legal change) -toge'tller with the emancipation of
women.
3Anne Frank. DiarY of a YOl.lng Girl (New Yorke Dell,
19.52). p. 28.'
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Here the Gestault theory of an individual being an
en.tity comes -to bear heavily_ It is suggested that while on
one hand females have now acquired a co-equal status with
males, on the other hand there is no path model upon which
to base their new acquisition of a role as a "womant' • Even
more so for adolescents, this dilemma further alienates
juveniles as a "total person. They feel a thwarted desire for
adventure, and a demand to put ideals into practice, denial
of self-fulfi.~l.ment and despair of being condemned for being
"totally bad .;1 The underlying controversy is "what should a
girl be?,,2 Prior to the early 1960's the implication to that
answer was an assumption of the sugar and spice and everything
nice philosophy. Today however, delinquents are overwhelmed
by the apparent discrepancy between what they should be as
opposed';to what they are, as a maturing individuaJ.., female
pel's onaJ..ity 0
Interpretation
Personal.ity then. more specifically exclusive individ-
uality, is the theory construct on which this research pro-
ceeds , with the implied casual relationship to familial
solidarity and organization. In line with the aforementioned
voluminous stUdies and research, it will be the intent of the
author to produce a quasi-replication of these stUdies and
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extend and re-evaluate the findings based on data avail-
in Des Moines, .Polk County, Iowa.
Chapter 4
METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN
Proposed. Working Hypothesis
In a more descriptive type of research, an empirical.
survey of the Polk County Juvenile Court records, would pro-
vide the baSis :for testing and evaluating the fol.lowing
general and specific hypothesis I
General.
10 Duri.ng the period from 1960 to 1974 juvenile
delinquency has increased at rapid rates
nationwide.
A. In the same time period from 1960 to 1974,
the rate of incidence of referrals forjuvenile delinquency in Polk County, Iowa,
has increased at a rapid rate.
B. Wi"thin the same span, the rate of femalejuvenile delinquency has more than doubled
wi-th the scope of behavior chan$ing from a
sexual basis to aggressive and/or criminal.
2. While juvenile delinquency has generally been on
the increase, the problem shows a most signifi-
cant rate for girls being referred to juvenile
courts 0'
Ao Of those girls referred to juvenile court
for delinquency. more come from a broken or
unstable home than from stable homes.
13.1 More of these girls account for at least
part· of their delinquent behavior as a re-
sult: of inadequate or non-existent parenting.
c. A high proportion of those delinquent girls
under observation have come from father-
lacking homes and tend to resent this or
feel inferior. seeing themselves as a direct
ca.:u.se of father's absence.
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0." The girls' identification as a female
adult suffers greatly due to iJnperception
or lack of family identification with.
parents.
'fheoretica1 Conceptualization
Ifhis thesis will seek to be eclectic in scope, i.e ••
selecting from. those perspectives that appear tQ provide the
major amount of' heuristic understanding, with the general
framework having a characteristic of being primarily sym-
bolic intel:'actional in nature.
In aJ.most all research the key to a great deal of the
problem and its understanding seems to stem from several
bas Lc overriding assumptiona! hypotheses. For this research.
these contenti.ons area
1. a transactional. (i. e.. interactional) loss of
identi:ty from adolescence to adul,theod heightened
by loneliness, primarily when parents are un-
ava.ilable Qr lacking.
2. rapid cuItura! change in which the emancipation
of women has proffered a co-equal status with
men and at the same time obscured to some degree
the sense of belonging, especial1y in regard to
what a girl "should be h •
It is believed that these hypotheses are self-explanatory and
that succeeding chapters will allow them to become more
empirically evident.
Data Collection
Categorically this is a descriptive and exploratory
survey, based on the records of the female juvenile offenders
seen in the Juvenile Court since 1916. They are limited to
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cases wbichhave been handled officially in the eyes
the court (i.e., a filing on the petition has or had been
made at one time, a court hearing was or will be held with
adjudica.tion either made, or held in abeyance, and a
disposition afthe individual case decided upon).
The. i.ample
A total of one hundred cases which sUfficed for pur-
poses of this research due to the unwielding numbers of pos-
sible cases which needed to be reduced to a manageable size
will be utilized as randomly selected from the files of Polk
County Juvenile Court,l and will constitute the sample for
this paper'i The method of collection co:asisted of locating
the docket file for each of the respective years and using
every other case whieh was filed as a delinquency matter. This
was done for all years except 1975 in whieh the first 30 cases
were utilized. This was done in this marmer due to the time
element, only having had six and a half montbs with which to
work. All of these eases have in common (1) an allegation of
delinquency as pertaining to the statutes of the Code of Iowa,
and (2) are concerned with female::;.
Of these 100 cases, 30 percent are current for the
years 1974-75: 20 percent from 1967-68; 20 percent from
I The author, While using official closed public records
of the dockets from Polk County Juvenile Court. guarantees
confidentiality of all individuals.
10 percent from 1949-50; 10 perc.en.t from 1939-40;
10 perc en:t from: ye.ars 1916-1?
The records (see Appendix A and A.ppendix B) will also
scrutinized for indications of (1) lack of identity and
onging; (2) child~!is feelings toward fa.mily, especially one
or both parents; (3) any rea.sons given for these feelings;
and (4) legal descriptionso No attempt will be made to
distinguish between, reil.:igion, age or recidivism, although
race and income will be recGrded.
Measures and Indexes
In determining the dependent variables. the following
criteria were used I race. crime reported, family organiza-
tion. income of head of the household. and stability vs.
instability of 'the family unit 0 Family Solidarity consti-
tuted the independent variable.
Under 'the specific category of ~, the breakdown
was Caucasian (white), Negro (blac.k). and Other. (The
II other" was so significantly small, 1 percerrt , so as not to
include it.')
With respect to the crime alleged, an appendix pre-
viously compiled and used by the San Francisco Police Depart-
ment and Juvenile Court in 1960 and 1964 was utilized. 1 From
this list. a breakdown into four major SUbheadings was
i Se e A.ppendix o.
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developed,
1. ~tatu.§. Offenses. to include any offense such
as incorrigibility, truancy, misbehavior. unwed
pregnancy orany-other offens·e not considered
crilninal if done by an adult.
2 - Drug Qf'1'enses I to in~lude any use. misuse or
abuse 01' drugs ineludl.ng aloohol_
30 The.ftl to inolude petty theft, shoplifting,
burglary, robbery, larceny, etc ..
4. Assaul~ I 10 include any physical harm or cause
of aetl.on.
The designation as to Fi.!il! Organization will be
simply Matriarcbial. Patriarchial. or Equilitarian.
As to Income of tbe Head of the Household.. for pur-
poses of this research, the head of the household will be
defined as 'that adult responsible for the care. custody and
control of minors in interest.. The basic income figures were
not tallied in monetary figures because these were not readily
available. but rather the occupational role positions (inclu-
sive of finanees) as set forth in Hollingshead's Two Factor
Index of SGcial Position will be utilized 0 2 To simplify
matte~s these will be ca'tegorized as I
High Income. higher executives. proprietors of
large concerns. maj ar professionals. business
managers, proprie'tors of medium sized businesses
and lesser professionals.
lIn cases of mult.ipl.e referrals, the seriousness of
the crime will be the indicator. with the most serious
offense being t'ecorded as primary.
2See Appendix D.
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Middle Incomes administrative personnel, small
independent businesses and minor professionals,
semi-professionals t farm owners (over $25,000),
clerical and sales workers, technicians, owners
of Ii-ttle bu.sinessesand skilled manu.al laborers.
Low Income. small farmers (under $10.000), machine
opera"tors, s.emi-skilled employees, unskilled
workers, share-croppers, relief recipients and
the unemployed.
Lastly the category of Pami!;! Solidarity will be
inc orporated 0 This will be further broken down to sub-
headings of (1) Married; (2) Divorced; (3) Separated (for
whatever reason, death, incompatibility. institutionaliza-
tion, etc.'); and (4) Remarried. When possible these sub-
headings wi1.1. be divided into either Stable or Non-Stable
home situations. The stability index will rely on the re'"
searche~'ja analysis of supportive environment and the
juvenile'~is own self-perception of her individual home-life
situation. By its very nature, this will be the most sub-
jective factor within the stUdy.
Analytic Techniques
To assess the data obtained from this survey, tables
visualizing the variables will be presented and analyzed
comparativel.y. The respective time periods will first be
examined for racial characteristics, criminal categories,
income level. (status) of the head of household and family
organization and solidarity, along with stability. Separate
charts were constructed for each classification, and after
compiling these individually, the most significant factors
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were incorporated into an overall perspective of trends in
the Polk County Juvenile Court.
Chapter 5
DATA ANALYSIS
Findings
In this chapter the author will attempt to show the
objeetive and analytical results obtained from data in this
survey of fem:a.l.e offenders in Polk Coun:ty Juvenile Court.
The fa.l..l.owing tables are representative of the informa-
tion compiled from the Polk County Juvenile Court recorda
concentrating: upon respective variables for delineated years I)
concluding wi'til a total picture of the survey.
Table 1
Family So.l.i.darity of Female Juveniles in Polk County.
Iowa. by Types of Crime for the Years 1916-1917
(N==10)
Characteristic Married
N %
Divorced
N %
Separated
N %
Remarried
N %
Status 2 20 0 0 2 20 2 20
Drug 2 20 0 0 0 0 0 0
Theft 1 10 0 0 0 0 0 0
Assault 0 0 0 0 1 20 0 0
The above table (Table 1) is indicative of the types
of crimes repor'ted in the 1916-17 time span. During this
period the data. obtained shows that 60 percent of all crimes
committed were status offenses. Secondarily were offenses
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involving drugS. which accounted for 20 percent. Another 10
percent of those crime<s listed during this time period in-
volved theft,' and the remaining 10 percent accounted for
assault8 or violence against a person.
During the sample ye.ars 1939-40, as noted in Table 2,
a more dominant trend became noticeable in the types of
crimes recorded. The majority of all the crimes in this
period, 80 percent were classified as sta-cus offenses. There
were a mere 10 percent involving drug use , and another 10 per-
cent dealing wi'th theft. There were no assaUlt allegations
discerned from 'this sample.
Table 2
Family Solidarity of Female Juveniles in Polk County,
Iowa, by Types of Crime for the Years 1939-1940
(N=10)
Charadteristic Married
N "
Divorced
N %
Separated
N %
Remarried
N %
Status 2 20 1 10 J 30 2 20
Drug 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 10
Theft 1 10 0 0 0 0 0 0
Assault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
As indicated in Table 3. there seems to be a marked
return to earlier pattern of crimes as reported in juvenile
court. Between 1949-50. 60 percent of the total survey is
classified as status offenses with 10 percent recorded as
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violations; another 10 percent accountable as assault
offenses I and the remaining 20 percent falling in the class
of theft I.
Table 3
Fami.ly Solidarity of Female Juveniles in Polk County,
Iowa. by Types of Crime for the Years 1949-19.50
(N=10)
Characteristic Married
N %
Divorced
N %
Separated
N "
Remarried
N %
Status 1 10 3 30 2 20 0 0
Drug 1 10 0 0 0 0 0 0
Theft 1 10 0 0 1 10 0 0
Assault 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 0
In the 19.59-60 study as depicted in Table 4, the see-
saw effect once again seems to lean toward heavier involvement
in status cases , with 80 percent being found in this class 0
Only 10 percent were involved in drug offenses and another
10 percent under the heading of theft. As illustrated in
Table 2. there were no accountable assaults listed for this
time period.
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Table 4
Family Solidarity of Female Juveniles in Polk County,
Iowa, by Types of Crime for the Years 1959-1960(N=20)
Oharacteristic Married
N %
Divorced
N %
Separated
N %
Remarried
N %
Status 7 35 4 20 2 10 3 15
Drug 0 0 1
.5 1 5 0 0
Theft 1 5 1 .5 0 0 0 0
Assault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Although during the time period 1967-68 there is again
evidence of a heavy emphasis on status offenses, there is, as
noted in Table 5. a simultaneous increase in the tendency to-
ward drug violations. This is apparent in viewing the 30 per-
cent of crimes listed for drug related offenses. There are
reports of 60 percent of the selected cases involving status
offenses. and the remaining 10 percent fall into the cat.egory
of thefto Once again no commissions of assault appear during
this sample.
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Table 5
Family Solidarity of Female Ju.veniles in Polk County.
Iowa. by Types of Crime for the Years 1967-1968
(N=20)
Characteristic Married Divorced
iN % Ii %
Separated
N %
Remarried
N %
Statu.s 6 30 4 20 1 5 1 5
Drug 2 10 1 5 2 10 1 5
Theft 1 5 0 0 0 0 1 5
Assault 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
As recorded in the 1974-75 su.rvey. Table 6. the
noteworthy factor is that for the first time there is not
in evidence a majority of status offenses. the percentage
falling to 50 percent. Noteably 20 percent of the total
crimes have to do with drugs and another 23-1/3 percent
involve thefts. The remaining 6-2/3 percent deal with
assault and crimes against the person.
Table 6
Family Solidarity of Female Juveniles .. in Polk County,
Iowa, by Types of Crime for the Years 1974-19'75(N=30)
Characteristic Married
N %
Divorced
N %
Separated
N %
Remarried
N %
Status 7 23-1/3 2 6-2/3 1 3-1/3
Drug 3 10 1 3-1/3 0 0
Theft 1 3-1/3 5 16-2/3 1 3-1/3
Assault 1 3 1 3 0 0
.5 16-2/3
2 6-2/3
o 0
o 0
Lastly, Table '7 was compiled from the available data
to indicate a general trend in the types of crimes committed
over the period of time comprising the entire sample. The
results of this: table Show that a majority of all crimes for
female delinquency tend to be grouped under the heading of
status offenses, 63 percent. Next significant would be
drug re1.ated offenses of which 18 percent of the persons in
the survey are involved. Just slightly less. 15 percent, of
the stUdy deals with theft of some type, with a mere 4 per-
cent accountable as assault. Also significant is the fact
that 40 percent of all the families recorded appear to be
married households, inclUding 25 percent status offenders.
However, 60 percent of the families report non-traditional
mari~l status (divorced, separated. or remarried) of which
38 percent are seen as status offenses.
Table 7
Total Family Solidarity of Female Juveniles in Polk County,
Iowa. by Types of Crime for the Years 1916-1975(N=100)
Characteristic
Status
Drug
Theft
Assault
Married Divorced Separat.ed Remarried
N % N % N
"
N %
25 25 14 14 11 11 13 13
8 8 3 :3 :3 :3 4 4
6 6 6 6 2 2 1 1
1 1 1 1 2 2 0 0
During the years 1916-17. a definite trend seems to
be indicated about family solidarity in relation to stab11-
i ty as shown in Table 8 by a 50 percent married status.
including 40 percent considered stable. Of the remaining
categories. dmvoreed. separated and remarried. none showed
signs of stability, whereas the 30 percent of separated
homes and 20 percent of remarried families were all classed
as unstable. A. total of 60 percent of all the families were
seen as unstable, as opposed to only 40 percent stable.
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Table 8
General Fa.m.il.y. So~idarity .. by General Family Stability for
Female JuvenJ.les in Polk County. Iowa, for the
Years 1916-1917(N==la)
Characteristic Married
N %
Divorced
N %
Separated
N %
Remarried
N %
Stable 4 40 0 0 0 0 0 0
Unstable 1 10 0 0 3 30 2 20
For the years, 1939-40, a more clear-cut picture,
shown in Tab1e 9. is indicated regarding the influence of
solidarity on delinquency- All of the married families. 30
percent were considered stable. This is in contrast to all
of the divorced homes, 10 percent of which were seen as un-
stable.. Also in examining the separated families., 30 percent
were viewed as unstable I and of all the families in which re-
marriage had occurred. 30 percent being classed as unstable -
In general, 70 percent of the total survey for this time
were seen as unatable as opposed to 30 percent stable.
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Table 9
Genera! Family Sol.idarity .. by General Family Stabi!ity for
Female Juveni1es in Polk County, Iowa, for the
Years 1939-1940(N=10)
Oharacteristic Married
N %
Divorced
N %
Separated
N %
Remarried
N %
Stable :3 30 o 0 0 0 0 0
Unstable 0 0 1 10 :3 30 3 30
Again, as ill.ustrated in Table 10, during this time
span, 1949-50, a definite trend appears as indicated by the
fact -that 20 of' 30 percent of married households were inter-
preted as stable whereas in contrast the entire 30 percent
of divorced cases were seen as unstable, as were all of the
separated cases. 40 percent. There was no incidenoe of the
category of remarriage in this sample. Generally, only 25
percent of the families were categorized -to be stable, in com-
parison to 75 percent viewed as unstable.
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Table 10
General Family Salidarity by General Family Stability for
Female Juveniles in Polk County, Iowa. for the
Years 1949-1950
(N=10)
Characteristic Married
N %
Divorced
N %
Separated
N %
Remarried
N %
Stable 2 20 0 0 0 0 0 0
Unstable 1 10 3 30 4 40 0 e
In Table 11, it can once again be noted that there is
strong evidence of an overall trend toward a relationship in
the stability in family solidarity to delinquency as evi-
denced in the fact that a total of 75 percent of the entire
sample for the 'time period of 1959...60 was considered to be
unstable, as opposed to only 25 percent stable. This can be
further broken down into data showi.ng that a> percent of the
40 percent of married cases were stable, only half. All of
the 35 percent of divoroed cases. and the entire 10 peroent
of remarried cases ranked as unsta.ble. Of the remaining 20
peroent held by separated types of families, only 5 peroent
seemed to be stable.
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Ta.ble 11
General Family Solidarity by General Family Stability for
Female Juveni~es in Polk County, Iowa, for the
Years 195.9-1960(Nl'.IIl20)
Characteristic Married
N %
Divorced
N %
Separated
N %
Remarried
N %
Stable 4 20 0 0 1
.5 0 0
Unstable 4 20 ? 3.5 2 10 2 10
During 'the years 1961-68, see Table 1.2, some nota.ble
changes began to emerge with respect to family solidarity
itself, which in turn influenced delinquency. For example,
for the first -time the percentage of married cases ranked
higher as unsta.ble than stable, 20 percent. stable versus 2.5
percent unstable. The classification of remarried however,
is seen to have its first indications of stability being re-
corded, .5 percent stable as opposed to 10 percent unstable.
Again divorce. which accounted for 2.5 percent, and separated,
totaling 15 percent, were all considered unstable, with a
total once more of 75 percent unstable compared to 2.5 percent
stable.
Table 12
General Famil.y So~idar~ty .. by. General Family Stability for
Female JuvenJ.les J.n Polk County, Iowa. for the
Years 1967-1968(N=20)
Characteristie Married
N %
Div0reed
N %
Separated
N %
Remarried
N %
Stable 4 20 0 0 0 0 1 5
Unstabl.e 5 25 5 25 :3 15 2 10
The mosi; current years, as noted in Table 13, 1974"'75
showed a mixture of factors _ Foremost is the indication that
the divorc.ed ca1;egory shows some stabili'ty. albeit small. 10
percent s"table out of 30 percent. The married cases tended
to split half and half, 20 percent stable, 20 percent ua-
stable.. Only "the classifications dealing with separation,
6-2/3 percent and rem.arriage. 23-1/3 percent were seen as
totally unstabl.e. Altogether this time period showed a total
ot 70 percent unstable cases in opposition to 30 per stable.
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Table 13
General Family. Solidarity. by General Family Sta.bility for
Female Juveniles in Pelk County, Iowa, for the
, Years 197.4-75
(N=30)
Characteristic Married
N %
Divorced
N %
Separated
N %
Remarried
N %
Stable
Unstable
6 20
6 20
3 10
6 20
o
2
e
6-2/3
o 0
7 23-1/3
A total table was compiled, see Table 14, represent-
ing the entire random sample, and it is here that the trends
of the overaJ.1 influence of family solidarity in relation to
juvenile delinquency is most notable. The marital status
would seem to continue as dominant, comprising 40 percent of
'the to'tal. However, only 23 percent of that number is stable ..
Within the category of divorce. accounting for 25 percent of
the total. only 3 percent is considered stable. Even more
significant is the fact that of the 18 percent classed as
separated, only 1 percent was seen as having stability, and
only 1 percent of the 17 percent remarried were thought to
have attained stability. Summarily, out of the 100 cases,
72 percent were seen as unstable home si-tuations in contrast
to 28 percent viewed as stable.
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Table 14
Total General Family Solidarity by General Family
Stability for Female Juveniles in Polk County,
Iowa, for the Years 1916-1975
(N=100)
Characteristic Married Divorced Separated Remarried
N % N % N % N %
Stable 2} 23 3 :3 1 1 1 1
Unstable 17 17 22 22 17 17 16 16
Finally., a further schematic to support the construct
of the family solidarity and stability as influencial to
juvenile delinquency is designated in Table 15- The results
obtained by compiling this data indicate a total of 77 per-
cent reporting unstable home-life conditions, with 23 percent
showing varying degrees of stability-
Table 15
Types of Crimes Committed by Female Juveniles in
Polk County, Iowa, by Family Stability
(N~100)
Characteristic status
N %
Drug
N %
Theft
N %
Assault
N %
Stable
Unstable
11 11
52 52
6 6
12 12
6
9
6
9
o
4
o
4
52
Tables were designed and computed with respect to
race, income and organization-They were however not found
to contain any sUbstantial differences as far as influencial
or determinative value on this specific study. The tables
illustrating these characteristics may be found on the suc-
ceeding pages a
A general trend, as il~ustrated in Table 16, seems to
be indicative of the fact tha-t 39 percent of all families are
married,. of which 23 percent represent paternalistic house-
holds. In the other categories of solidarity, there is heavy
emphasis on maternalistic infl.uence. 23 percent out of 25
percent divorced; 17 percent of 18 percent separated; and 11
percent of the entire 18 percent remarried. There is evidence
of a majority Of maternalistic homes, 54 percent as compared
to 29 percent paternalistic and 1f percent equalitarian.
Tabl.e 16
Family Solidarity of Femal.e Juveniles in Polk County,
Iowa, by Family Organization for Total Sample
(N=100)
Characteristic Married
N % DivorcedN %
Separated
N %
Remarried
N %
Maternalistic
Paternalistic
Equalitarian
3 3 23 23 17 17 11 11
23 23 2 2 0 0 4 4
13 13 0 0 1 1 :3 :3
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The statistics enumerated in Table 17 here bespeak
themselves. There we find atota1 of 81 perc.ent white as
opposed to 18 percent black juveniles that were seen in
juvenile court, as recorded in the survey of cases.1
Table 17
Family Solidarity of Female Ju.veniles in Polk County,
Iowa, by Race for Total Sample
(N=100)
Characteristic Married
N %
Divorced
N %
Separated
N %
Remarried
N %
White 40 40 18 18 11 11 12 12
Black 1 1 6 6 6 6 .5 5
This particular survey does not seem to illuminate
any significant characteristic with r-egazd to the income of
the caSeS noted, except for a fairly normal scattered dis-
tribution as to the categories of high, middle and low (see
Table 18). As would be expected, the vast amount of cases
fell into the classification of middle income bracket, 52
percent. Only 9 percent of the survey was considered high
income and 39 percent were categorized as low income
families.
1A third Characteristic of race, designated notheru
was also examined, but its significance waS so small, 1 per-
cent o·f the sample, that it was not used in the final tallyo
Table 18
Family So1idarity of Female Juveniles in Polk County,
Iowa. by Inoome for Total Sample
(N=100)
Characteristic Married Divorced Separated Remarried
N % N % N % N %
High Income 5 5 2 2 0 0 2 2
Middle Income 33 33 8 8 5 5 6 6
Low Income 2 2 14 14 14 14 9 9
Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
Conclusions
Ultimately, one must come to grips with the basic
underlying hypothesis--in this case, does family solidarity
and organization influence a tendency toward female delin-
quency; if so, how, to what extent and under what circum-
stances_
This researcher does not suppose to have all the
answers" possibly not all~}/the questions, but it would seem:
from the data gathered in this study that several analytical
statements can be advanced.
i. Crime statistics have shown an increased fre-
quency in the number of delinquency cases being
brought before juvenile authorit~es_
2. Generally speaking, there has been a notable
shift in female delinquency acts from status
crime such as incorrigibil.ity, truancy and sexual
acting out to public crim~nal offenses, such as
possession and use of d.rugs (incl.uding alcohol)
and varying degrees of robbery and assault.
(As of JUly 1, 1975, any status offender in Polk
County has been reclassif~ed from a delinq.uent
to a child in need of special assistance.)
). For a majority of these juveniles, it becomes
evident that there is indeed some correlation
between their delinquent referral. and family
solidarity, be it with natural parents, separ-
ated, divorced or remarried step-parents with
minor children living with them. This seems to
be true because of the small number that are
solid. supportive and stable marriages-
4. This would tend to give credence to the fact
that girls who come fromHhomes Where there is
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a strong father-figure image and solid
parenting tend to be less inclined toward
delinquent acts opposed to homes in which
there is no father figure, and no consistent
or adequate parenting. It would appear that
especially in caucasian families, where th.e
traditionally accepted social norm has been a
two-parent family, that girls who are deprived
of this factor tend to act out in socially and
legally unacceptable ways.
Of the girls the author personally interviewed (all of
the thirty girls within the 1974-75 span), 93 percent related
that they turned to peer acceptance and approval and listed
this as causative for their problems; 91 percent listed
family problems as a primary cause for their situation.
Further, of these thirty girls, none felt that there was a
clear, unchangeable ideal of I'womanhood If to which they were
drawn 0
Evaluations
It is difficult at best to gauge the importance of
family life upon the emotional and social development or
deviance of juvenilese Far greater and better theorists have
tried time and again to construct a theory in this regard.
However, sooiology, like most other behavioral sciences, tends
to revolve in a pendulum-type sequence, to witl it would
seem to swing from one extreme to another with regard to any
given perspective. Thus at any speoific time, a certain
theory would fall somewhere between total acceptance or re-
jection. This certainly must be the case for family solidar-
ity. In researching the questions. opinions have ranged from
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heavy emphasis on family influence and domination in the
early 20th century to almost nil importance in the middle of
this century.
Presently it is this author's opinion that while we
are still caught up in this latter contemporary viewpoint,
the pendulum has already begun its reverse swing to the
opposite direction.
Legalistically this same pattern is being observedo
There had been a change in emphasis from treating children
equally as adults at the turn of the last century to a more
protective type (parens patriae) attitude. Now, with cur-
rent social attitudes, there again seems to be a fluctuation
of prioriti.es, emphasizing individual civil rights and
moving toward a trend of more equalitarian justice for
children and adults alike.
Again speaking from personal experiences as a Deputy
Probation Officer for Polk County Juvenile Court, this
author can only comment on general trends as noted and re-
ported heretoforeo Parents seem to be throwing up their
hands with cliches like til can't do anything with her,1I or
"You know you can't control them," and .fl just don't know
what to doo I give up." Kids seem to sense that despair,
and frustrated by it themselves, act out in retaliation.
Suggestions for further Research
Part of the innate difficulty in this research is
that it is to some extent by its very nature, SUbjective.
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Watson says,
The problem that presents itself as crucial (for
social psychology) concerns the field that is
opened up by introspections this field apparently
could not be dealt with by a purely objective
psychology which only studies conduct as it takes
place for the observer. 1
Perhaps future research will find a way to isolate
objectivity within the scope of this particular problemo In
that case they may be able to finally prove, disprove or for-
sake any cause and effect relationship between family solidar-
ity and juvenile delinquency. However, this researcher would
maintain from evidence gathered, that at least present
methods of objective sample survey and sUbjective criteria
analysis support the fact that there is a parallel between
the breakdown of socially acceptable family life and juvenile
delinquency which does indeed exist.
lDon Martindale, The Nature and Tlpes of Social Theory
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin. 1960), p , 35.
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ANNOTATED OUTLINE
For The
SUMMARY AND SOCIAL INVESTIGATION
(Revised Aug. 14, 1974)
Date I
Prepared by.
IN RE
Born I
Parents I
I. INTAKE INFORMATION,
(Paragraph 1) Date of refer~al, by whom referred, police
report number if applicable, brief statement of the facts
surrounding the referral incident or situation.
(Paragraph 2) Date of Referee Session, who was present,
including at.torney. Did the child admit, deny, or remain
silent regarding the offens·e. What action was taken at the
Referee Session. detained, released (to whom), and was there
a special instruction or set of conditions established?
(Paragraph 3) . UA petition alleging (delmnquency, dependency,
and/or neglect) was signed by Referee and name, and by parent
and name) stating as follows 1 (verbatim statement of the
specific allegations) It.
SUBSEQIJENT DEVELOPMENTS I
Does the child's present version, or in neglect or abuse
cases the parents' version, of the story differ from that
given at the Intake SeSsion? If so, how?
What other events have occurred since Intake that are of
importance? . (runaways, home quarrels , school suspension,
further manifestations of delinquency, dependency or neglect,
payment of restitution, improvements or failures to improve
the situation which led to the Filing).
DEL!.N UENT DEPENDENT and or NEGLEC
Use only those portions of the head
PATTERN I
which apply)
When did the behavior or situation manifesting the :pattern
begin? Include previous referrals to police, juven~le court,
FCDSS, or other appropriate agencies. Include unofficial as
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well as official case dispositions. Whenap.propriate, in-
clude runaways, chronic fights, school behaviors, failures to
provide for or protect the child, or any item which tends to
illustrate the behavior pattern whether part of a reported
record or not.
The appropriate police records bureau should be contacted in
every case.
II. FAMILY HISTORY.
Residence.
(Referrlngto residence of the child.)
How long has this family resided at present address? Row long
in Polk County? Where did they live prior to present resi-
dence? Has this family moved around frequently?
Father.
Begin by indicating the sources of the information. (liThe
following was reported by ").
(Paragraph 1) Name, age, physical description,. education,
empLoyment history, health history, military records, court
and/or police contacts and dispositions. Any other significant
background factors.
(Paragraph 2) Observed personality traits, attitude toward
the referral incidents, degree of cooperation with the Court_
Mothers Same as Father.
Step-parents I Same data.
Siblingsl
Use this heading only if a sibling situation is pertinent to
the case.
Others in the Hom.!. Only if pertinent.
Relative Resources.
List names and locations of relatives who might be considered
as possible placement resources, if such would appear to be
a possible future plan. In all apparently possible placement
cases, these should be shown, or this section should indicate
that relative resources have been considered and eliminated-
If placement seems highly unlikely, exclude this heading.
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Socio-Economicsi
Brief statement of family financial status, using income
figures if known. Description of home, housekeeping·and
maintenance, and neighborhood.
Religion.
Parents' and child' s church affiliations.. Give significant
factors regarding family's religious life.
Family Dynamicsi
(Paragraph 1) Give source of information. State whether
verified and how. Date and place of parents (natural or
adoptive) marriage. Previous and sUbsequent marriages and
reason for termination. Divorce dates and places.
(Paragraph 2) Present marital adjustment of parents. If
divorced, problems leading thereto. Try to be specific.
(Paragraph 3) Parents' attitudes toward their children,
partic1l1arly the children in question. Such observations as
affection, rejection, abuse, supervision, guidance, discipline
(who administers and by what means) and the general nature of
the relationship of the child with each parento
III. CHILD. State full naae , Caucasian, Negro, Spanish,
Oriental or other.
Personal History:
(Paragraph 1) Date and place of birth and how verified.
A.lwa;ys Veriffl Give physical description, health history in-
cludJ.ng sigruficant previous illnesses or injuries, physical
defects or sensory defects, failure to thrive, maternal or
nutritional deprivation.
(Paragraph 2) Significant parental complaints or compliments
regarding the child, parental aspirations or the lack thereof,
sibling relationships. In general, the parents I view of the
child. State information source.
(Paragraph 3) The child·s view of himself and his hamel
attitude toward home; parent to which he best relates and why;
how he views discipline and supervision situation; does he
view himself as being an integral part of the family.
,1
School Reportl
Names and locations of schools attended, grades failed and
the reasons therefor, present grade placement and academic
adjustment, social and disciplinary adjustment, suspensions,
and child's attitude toward school. If withdrawn from
school, state when and why. Compare apparent ability with
achievement in school. In neglectcases,cite observations
by school personnel pertinent to neglect, such as excessive
absence by younger children, appearance, alertness, hunger,
cleanliness, etc. Give sources of information.
Employment I
If employed, give place and length of time employed, type of
work, earnings, hours worked, etc. Has contact been made
with the employer?
Leisure Activitiesl
How and where does the child spend most of his or her free
time? Does this appear to be constructive or not? Names and
ages of closest peer associates and whether they are known to
this Court. Describe relationships with the opposite sex.
Adjustment in Detention.
Brief statement only, unless particularly significant. See
the daily record kept by Juvenile Home Staff.
Psychiatric-Psychological Information.
If the child and/or parent was evaluated, state the following.
Reason for the evaluation; at whose request; done by whom and
when; a summarizing statement of the findings; recommendations 0
If you use the evaluator's phrases, be sure to use Quotes.
IV. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUsIONql
Officer's Evaluation.
(Paragraph 1) Brief statement of the child's delinquent,
dependent or neglect pattern and its degree of development.
(Paragraph 2) Enumeration of the problem areas in a develop-
mental faShion and hoW' they have contributed to the above
pattern.
(Paragraph 3) General summarizing statement of the current
situation.
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Plan.
Based upon your evaluation, what plan appears likely to be
of value? What goals should be worked toward., and how might
they be achieved? What is your prognosis {exce.LLent , good,
fair, poor)?
Recommendation.
Should there be an adjudication or should the matter be
taken under advisement? Is restitution recommended? Other
conditions?
Give the recommended continuance date in every caseo
APPENDIX C
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APPENDIX',!:OFF1ENSECA~·l1:!.:GOmEf3USEDBY
SAN FR.A.W" .600
POLICE DEPARTlVIENT
AND JU'tJENII;~ COURT
IN 1960 AND 1964
(Italicized categories were coded on 1960 data cards. Suspi-
cion of an offense was coded under the appropriate offense
category.)
I. Homicide
CL.Murder
-? Manslaughter
2. Robbery
t'G Armed
Other
3. Assault
Assault to murder
Assault with deadly weapon
Assault, other. Battery
(Note: Assault to rape is classified under sex offenses.)
4. Auto Theft
: Vehicle theft, joyride
.'.~_ Driving or taking car or other vehicle without owner's
consent
~.Accomplice to such an act
139:
peace
'l Arson{9 Escape (Youth Authority facility, jail, mental institution),
/ niding in escape
Kidnapping
,c Extortion
Violation of immigration or import regulations
Destroying property with explosives
AWaL, armed forces
-)'l\.Destruction of railroad property
,.)\ Sheltering felons
() Violation of fish or game laws
Unlawful discharge of firearms
Defrauding innkeeper
Exploding firecrackers
f. Shooting 1313)1 Playing ball in street
~l, Obscene photos, letters
.r-rEtuning without permit
C(TGambling
/~,Ljtterbug
L.pCausing false arrest
V;rOutraging public decency
!)
/o. Delinquent Tendencies
0'-.- Incorrigible, runaway, beyond control of parents
Malicious mischief
C Insubordination, refuses to obey
(LBchavior problem in school
,L Minor destruction of property, defacing property
(vandalism)
Fnlsc nrc alarms
Hl'sl.';tll1i: nil ()[jkCl
1'1l1;U1CY
S. Theft
Larceny find theft (except auto)
Auto tarnpcdng
Car clouting, boosting
Purse snatching
"iZ/Pettythcft
1/l1lcgal collection for newspapers
~
6. Burglary
a.. 'Burglary
J--' Receiving or selling stolen property
<!;Fol'gcry and checks
7. Sex 0 fjel1ses
8l.,Rapc (forcible, statutory)
~Assaultto rape, and attempt
C Illegitimate sexual relations
d-Dangerof immorality
{;, Prostitution, pandering
i'Contributing to delinquency of minor
Ui, Bigamy, incest
liJ_Pregnant (unmarried)
~Homosexual acts or tendencies
-1' Impersonating O.ppOSito sex
Ck Indecent exposure
~Molcstjng infant
/I"Other sex delinquencies
8. Nareotles
(L.Usc or possession
9. Other Ofjtmscs
t( Possession of weapons
.,f""Descrtion of their children by juveniles
(J.- Failure to provide
tlnrunk driVing
)2.JIit and run, failure to render aid
Ul
t-
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Offense categories
n. obscene language or phone calls
o. drunkeness or drinking
p. possession of liquor
q, vagrancy, late hours (curfew)
r. loitering, prowling, tresspassing, Ilpee pi ng Tom"
s. crashing theatres
t. evading payment on public carrier
u. failure to adjust or obey court order (contempt)
APPENDIX D
A. . The Occupational Scale.
of "!,a;rge Concerns, and l/:ajo::r:' Profe5sionals •a. !fir;her Executives, Proprietors
a., HiGher l~xecutivcs
J3o.n.k Presidents; Vice-i?l"coidenta
Judgcr:;t· (Superior.,Courts)
Large Busincs~,e•. g. r Directors,
Presidents, Vice-Presidents"
Assistan~Vice-Presidents"
..,Executiv~Secretary}
Treasurer ..
b.Large Proprietors, (Value,over
Brokers
Contractors
Mi11t3J:'Y', Commissioned OCri'cers, l.fu.jor
and. above, Officials of the E.::<!ecutive
Branch of GoverI'lr.1ent,
Federal,t State, Local., e.g.• ,
Mayor, City Manager, City Plan
Dir.ector, Internal Revenue .
Directors.
Research Directors" Large- FirD".s
$100" 0001) •
Dairy· Owners
Lumber Dealers
c. 11ajor Professionals
Accountants (C.P.A.)
Actuaries
Agronomists
Architects
Artists, Portrait
Astronomers
Auciitors
. Bacteriologists
Chemical EngL~eers
Chemists
Clergyrr.an (Professionally Trained)
Dentists
Economists
"Engineers (College Grad.)
Foresters
Geologists
La-wyers
Metallurgists
Physi.cians
,Physicists, Research
Psychologists} Practicing
Symphony Con~uctor .
Teacher~, University, College
Veterinarians (Veterinary SUrgeons)
')) 2.
...... 0
,
,
Business ¥.n.nagers, Proprietors of Medium Sized. Businesses, and. Les,ser
Professionals.
Concerns.
Office !fJ.::magers
Personnel ~{anagers
Police Chief; Sheriff
Postmaster
Production ~~nagers
Sales Engineers
Sales f!J3.nagers J National Cor.cerns
Sales V~uagers (Over .$100,000)
, .
i,
a. Business flanagers in Large
Ad.vertising Directors
Branch r-ill.nagers
Brokerase Salesmen
District V~r~gers
Executive Assistants
Executive Yanagers} Govt. Officials,
. minor) e. g.,. Internal Revenue Agents
Farm N.anagers
I
"
i. T~c V.::l~:.AC of QU0incsses is
Dun and 2rudstreet IS i·f.3.nuc..l.
.•
b. P".coprietors of i~edium Businesses (Value
hivertisin~ Q;.·mers (-$100)000) ~ M'anu.facturer
Clot;1.inG Store O.rners (-$100,900)- Poultry Business
CO:li;Xo.ctorG (-$100J 000) -"~":,;..:'~ Purchasing M:J.naecrs
'Express Company Wners (-~;loo,ooo) Real Estate Brokers (-$100 lOa}
?ruiis, \·ihclesale (-$1.00,000) Rug Business (-$100,000)
Furniture BusLness (--$100,000)" 'Store Owners, (--$100,OOO)-
JC1Jclers (-$100,000) . Theater Owners (-$100..000)
Labor Relations ConsuJLtants
c. Lesser P;:,of"essionals
Account&~ts' .(Not C.P.A.)
ChiropoOi.sts
Chiropractors
Correction Officers
Director of Co;wnunity house
Engineers (Not College Grad.)
Finance Vriters
Health Eciucators
Librarians
Vlil:i,tat'y, Corr.missioned.. Officers"
Lts. J Captair.5
Musicians (Symphony Orche6tr~)
Nurses
Opticians
Pharmacists
.PubLi.c Health Officers (£.I.F .• H:.)
Research Assistants) Uriiversity
(Full-time)
Socia.l \';orkers
Teachers (Eleme;:ttary and High)
a. A~~i~iGtrctive PersoGiel
Aijusters) ~~3~a~ce
AQverti5i~g t~ents
Cniei" Cler:-cs
Cred'i,t. I·!ar.los..ge~s
InSUTa;:tce P~e~t$
1-:e.l1agers) D2~a:;:'tc.e:1t Stores
Passenger F,,-1er:.ts --3 .R •
?rivate Secre;:'2:ies
?JIchasing t~ent5
Sales Represente.tiv8s
Section Heads} Federal, State) and
Local Cover nraerrt Offices
Section Heads} Large Businesses
8..'1d Industries
Service fifanagers
ShoplfJ3..'1agers
Store r.Ja.nagers (Chaint
Traffic V.anagers
. ,
Auto Acces5c~~es
rvs 't Y::1c·m·;"'''''5I..-lgare-c· e .:.;.:... . 1l~
Cleaning Shops
ClotniIlg
Coe.l 3usinesses
Cor;.,\r2!lesce:l~ f;:o.::es
D2co~a.tir~
DOG Supplies
Dry Goods
Elcct~ical Con~~~ctor5
E~Jravins 3U3~ne5G
i
.. ,
,
/
J
Ce:.r Deo.Ler c
/
i
!
b. S;-;}all Business O..,~ers
li~ccd
[Finance Co.) Local
[Fire Extinguishers
15 t: 10 .
1""1 i .IJ' _or ,s"t.
(FOOo. .Equipwent
Ifood. Products
iFoundry
it'u:1cral Directors
iFurniture
Icara·"""e
, L>
IGas Station
'Glassware
Icrocery-Ge:::1cral
IHotel Proprietors
Ilost. at' l·itsic
'Jewelry
~:achinery Brokers
'~~'1ufactur-Lng
,.
Publicity
. Real Estate
Records and Radios
Restaurant:.
Roof'ir.g Contractor
Shoe
Shoe Repairs'
Signs
?2.yern
Ta:~i Company
Tire Shop
~l.lc}:ing
Tru:;'~:s 2-'1d Tract,ors
. tJ?::'olstery
Wholesale OutLebs
Hindml Shades
~O.:1:e::""n ivenagers
)C?\l"CY Sne r-Lf'f s
, .
Morticians
Oral Hygienists
Photographers
Phys i c-t.herapasts
Piano Teachers
Radio} T.V. Announcer-s
Reporters} Cour~
Reporters} Newspaper
Surveyors
'l'itle Searchers
Tool Design2rs
Travel
Yard 1<2.sters) R.R.
~- ..... ..; ........
...... .-c;:.._..l.1.
,-.-,,'.'.-\,.r __ --.... .....ers)
):'s:;J:':."tcl:ers" R.~ w
, ~':. P~ogra"T:"::2:-S
:r~::e~icr De coraccr s
r..::c::5 SJ:CF,.~2::_
:'.",-,or "!~::r.L. 7,'~"v '"' ? 0
tUB ..j .l".. ~ov ,,, ... ~c:.".,,; \...0, "" .. - .-
rxtists) Corr~-:--.er"c:'e.::'-
~. ~".,'""""~'" "--'-~~-'\~.::J?~ '-_w ~J. "" .L~."c.~,-_ '" j
Clr;:::~,en (lIiot ?::c:~2s3i0:1ally
CC-l.l'"CU) •
d. -:7
-----
O:-J)
~echnic~ans) ~ni ~;ne~s of L~ttlc Businesses4
I~ric or
Facto~y 3to~cl(cc~cr
F~ctory S~\]c~vi~o:
?o~t O~fic6 Clerks
- . 0 t~-'e~-0n),;:..\o~~t:.C ,,', \~_h.",-,,-< 0 11.l ....... ,_ ~
u ......~~~ Cieri:::;
Shipl'in{l'; Cier;,s
• T i l . I ., t i cs I"ucto:::'icsSuncrVlsors; u ~l~.l le>, ~~:......--
b. 'i'cC::mic:i.Q.us
C:c::-:? Counselors
i)c: .... ca.l Technicia.ns
:iJr-a..f l; S :T:Cn
DrivinG Teachers
ExpcCLitor) Fuctor-y
Expcri;ncnta.l Tester
Inst.r-uct.cr-s , 'i'clephone Co ,', Factory
.Inspcc't.or'P) Heir;hb;;) Sanitary
Inspcct9rs) R.R • ., F o..etory
Invcs tiC3.tors
. LaboratOl'Y 'I'echn.ic Larus
Locomot.Lve Engineers
c. o-,mer s of 1.itt:. Businesses •
.
Flmrcr s:-.op ($3,000-$6)000)
i'ic',;.sst::l.Zld. . ($3,000-$6 .. OG0)
Tuilor Shop ($3)000 -$6 .1 GOO)
5-
1
1.,lO:-::2::-.(:rI..
c-;:;~'ic3.1
(- .. . ,-,....,.,-. '\1. .... c...J:
Painters
Horticulturists
Lineban) Utility
Linoleum Layers ('I'rained.)
Li.nct.ypc Op'c3nrt;ors
IJi thogr (lop11ers
Locks:~thG
policemen) City
Postr"cn
~'-'':':''---'---''......_---_..
,
,
~ ..
,:1':'"a..r:.err.en}
3~e~r1"er5
,.:....~ ....... --v w__ .:;;,)
kt..:t.o Bod'y
3:.;.llCiozer
?r:n.tcrs
i"\aclio J T.V.) r!.ai nt.enance
)Ie i);.i::l:.'''lcn, Horne Applie...."1.ces
i\icc;crs
£opc Splicers
Sr1cet...-:ctal Workers (Trained)
Shipsr.iiths
Shoe Repairmen (Trainec..)
Sto.tio:lal:"y E:l£Sineers (Liceri.Sed)
StC'..f2..rds) Club
S'..ritchl....,en'" .R.H.
"Helders
Yard Supervisors} n.R.
,
O'"ners (ur.d.er: $10) 000)
'I'eriarit.s 'Mho o-,.,rr.fe.:::-:i cC£uip:nent
1~ f:ctorics
("Better ?lc.ccs ll )
.j
]
";:il;'C~ Bo~tlc::'''0
I,,'ooel
\1ra}Jp2riJ)
?:""1Otostat ~·.2.d1.ine O;iere.tora
tiC:>l es
....-Sign.::..llr,en} R.R.
Solderers) FactG~Y
-'~S:prayers) Pairrt
(I';ot Skilled.)
Stra,nders) 1'li::re lf2CniJ12S
Strippers} RUQ'::lcr Factory
.Te...xi Drivers
?::r2~5se::'5) -Clotilins
C'?e=e..'T;ors
oc;--3'2C~i"lO:!.."~3 and Checker-s
r---~8o-:':e::s
:
e5
Se.c-::i -md11ec.. '2:::tyloye25
(•C'q ,,-'- ).•, "-~V",
~.i -.:'
....... -, " '.
l·:z.chine O]2r:::tors
~~_=,;:)~2:"~=--2,::-'S
3~-~:"lc:.~:-:; S'
....,/"u..u.'::;;:,) 1:'J5?it,p 1
App::er:..tic25) Slectrici"-'.-:3) Printers
.. "} ,-~ ,."
L '""~
1.
7 7I • Unskilled E::i1pl oyee s .
,.
Stl~eet C'Leaner-s
U~slri lleclFact>ory <yTorl<erD
~.cf~;:t::'ienJ R1!!R.
:'resses --"'!Iash Hous es"
L'1.borers}
Laborcr8)
La\.l.nclry lfQr.kers
Hessengers
Platform :l.~en) R.R.
Peddlers
Porters
HoofCl~ IS Helper5
,Shirt Folders
Shoe Shiners
Sorters) Rag and Salvage
Stagehar1Cls
Stevedores
Stock Handlers
\
;
/
(Bowling'
U:s~2.cified.
Diggers)
;r:.u..sc~cr~t Parl~ \~lor~(ers
Alleys, Pool iloozs)
;\O:~I1Rc;-:1overs
h~te~dantsj P~~king' Lots
Cr:.f'etcria \{or~crs
Gc.r Cleaners ... R.E.,
Gar i[elpers, R.R.
Ccrriers, COal
Cov.ntermc:1
:Jairy ~'lor~:ers
Deck iIa-nus .
r'02: Kille:;:,s
". ....o... r..".;'~ ..... 'i, l~""\-~"'cJo-"'"r, '-'-,-J_V:;';"':'" .1v_.::,-_ ..... ,
Eo~;tl·:::=s; ?.R.
Fx'ciCilC l-fanCLlers
Go.ro8.ge Collectors
G:'i.':'.V:;
DO~~iestics
?a:r.m Eclpers
F:":;:r;:en (C
.
!
2:::'5
the
-.
LO:k~
.' ~.: 't 1
v .• " .... ....I,• .J.~ .....> .1 ,,~, :,,;.y
of
